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1. Temporal shifts in the financialization
of housing in Hungary
2. Different facets of post-2015 housing
financialization
3. The broader context of dependency
and the role housing plays in this

Why Hungary?
poster child of “unorthodox” economic
and monetary policies
- is it really so unorthodox..?
Claims of de-financializing housing,
economic “freedom fight” – looking
deeper at these claims.

Source: Habitat for Humanity Hungary

1.

Temporal shifts in
the financialization
of housing in
Hungary

“National” financialization of housing in post-crisis Hungary
2000
increasing financialization of
housing, rapidly increasing
outstanding mortgages
period of forex mortgage
lending

2008

2015

crisis, decrease in house
prices and in transactions,
social crisis of debt » many
evictions, a persisting debt
overhang

cleaning out the
nonperforming portfolios of
banks, expanding debt
collection market,
rolling out new tools for
boosting mortgage lending

strong regulatory control,
aiming to break external
(foreign) dependency in
housing finance

» polarizing housing market,
dualizing housing finance

»» a period that could be
seen as de-financialization
in housing

setting up the reinforcing
feedback loop among
housing finance –
construction industry –
electoral politics
»» shifting beneficiaries of
housing financialization

2022
crisis and reconfiguration

2.

Facets of post-2015
housing
financialization

• post-crisis measures of the
Hungarian government
• positioning local elites through
housing financialization
• multi-faceted de/re-financialization

“synergetic feedback loop”:
nationalized form of financialization + the construction
industry (economic elite) supported by the housing boom
(voter base) all serves a rentier bargain
– Karas, 2021

subsidies for home
acquisition +
subsidized housing
loans for the
childbearing middle
class

positioning the
domestically
owned banks in
the new wave of
household
lending

boosting the
construction industry
through direct tax
breaks, favorable loans,
household subsidies for
new-build

generating a
domestic asset
price bubble on
the housing
market

strengthening a
new domestic
financial elite and
domestically
owned banks

strengthening a new
oligopolistic construction
industry (whole value
chain), boosting GDP
through construction

strong presence
of investorbuyers on the
housing market

financing
public debt
through state
bonds sold to
the public

further pushing
price increases

decreasing
external
dependency in
public debt
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Multi-faceted re-/de-financialization – a synergetic system

“National” financialization of housing in post-crisis Hungary
• de-financialization only in certain domains, which threaten the government’s
power + where economically necessary + for certain periods
• shifting source of capital in housing financialization
• shifting beneficiary circle – housing financialization as a tool for creating the
economic base of political stability – when does it tip over?
• navigated in a general context of dependency / financial subordination

Source:
portfolio.hu

3.

The broader context
of dependency

…. and the limits of the current housing
financialization model

What role does subordinate / dependent financialization
play in this?
• The state plays a very active role in most of these processes
• engineering the integration in an internationally dependent financial relation to the benefit of the economic actors
and social groups that will maintain the government’s power
• organizing financialization in a way that stabilizes political power in the context of a semi-peripheral, dependent, exportled economy (Karas 2021)
• “nationalist financialization” (Sebők 2019) – rather: clientelist financialization…?
» political purposes of finetuning financialization

• No long-term housing institutions + no finance for these kind of institutions
• the lack of long-term, affordable – “patient” – finance is a consequence of the subordinate / dependent position
• the state also does not engage in creating these institutions

• Different + complementary logic of the fixed and non-fixed sectors
• non-fixed: clear international dependencies, international companies (eg. manufacturing)
• fixed: national economic elite owning them, with the support of the government, synergetic loops between them
(Gerőcs 2021)
• these function in a complementary way » export-led growth and financialization are not contradictory to each other
(Bonizzi et al 2021)

Limits to the self-reinforcing housing financialization loop?
System of housing financialization was structured in a way that it creates synergetic feedback loops
(Karas, 2021) – other domains are linked to this, but in housing it is very clear and strong between
2015-2022
• pushing the limits of bankable households by targeted state subsidies
• pushing the limits of financeable companies by subsidies, tax and regulatory breaks and other support
• “domesticized” banks could not pour their resources elsewhere - in the productive parts of the economy: dominated by
international companies with international financing
»» dominance of domestic banks in the new mortgage cycle

This will most likely reach its limits
•

increasing house prices make the housing market less accessible (more downpayment and more income required)

•

increasing interest rates make mortgages less affordable (and many did not have access even before – precariously
employed, low-earning, etc)

•

increasing and unpredictable construction prices make everything more expensive and unpredictable

•

state subsidies are difficult to sustain – limits of the public budget and of public debt?

•

HUF losing its value rapidly / currency volatility

Shifting configuration of housing financialization
• A turning point in the volatile semi-peripheral housing finance?
• volatility as the most important characteristic
• no actors / institutions that would contain this
• turning point in the lending cycle

• Mortgage lending and new construction slowing down
• will these aspects of HF somewhat draw back?

• Individual investment-led financialization increasing
• instable economic period channels individual investors towards the housing market

• Increasing pressure on rental prices
• lack of regulation

• Debt repayment (15th of June 2022) and eviction moratorium (30th of June 2022)
lifted
• debt collection can roll out again – financialized secondary market
• auctions will begin again
»» A re-organization of financialized housing relations
»» A different experience for different social groups
»» Volatile and rapid shifts and reconfigurations make the pathway of housing financialization
messy and somewhat unpredictable
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